After 20 years of use in Canada and worldwide, with proven records and no bad effects, there is simplified and easy to use organic treatment for honey bee colonies infested with Varroa and Tracheal Mites.

**MiteGone®** ELIMINATED ALL DISADVANTAGES of other TREATMENTS SUCH AS:

- Extreme weather dependency, unreliability of treatment, and low efficacy.
- Queen and colony losses. Queen stopping laying. Brood mortality and drone sterility.
- Build up of resistance, contamination, and the danger of handling liquid formic acid.

UNUSED AND FILLED PADS IN KITS HAVE SHELF LIFE OF 10 YEARS.

**HOBBY KITS ARE AVAILABLE FILLED:**
Include 22- 5” pads. They have been used for nine years. Two litres (5 lbs. by weight) of formic acid has been added into the kits. Then the bag and box are sealed. Before use, gently rotate the box sideways and upside down. Each kit will treat 4 two high colonies twice a year with 3 five inch pads: in August, leave them in until April, throw them out and put 2 new ones in. Remove by June.

**COMMERCIAL & SIDE LINER KITS:**
Include 162 -5” pads, and will treat 54 hives with 3 pads, and 81 with 2 pads. Using a scale gently pour 40lbs / 18.18kg of acid into centre of KIT. Transport each kit to your bee yards in its own sturdy plastic latch box available at: (WALMART Sterilite bar code 7314992410 half box or 7314 900 8893 full height of dry kit with latching lid, and strong handles to carry KITS for. dispensing into hives.

**APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS:**
Open kit and plastic bag. Use rubber gloves. Pull the bag partly out for easy removal of pads, place pads on the outmost comb of honey and pin them to it by 2- halves of tooth pick. Put comb back into hive with pads against wall of box.

**RULE OF THUMB:**
ONE 5” PAD IS REQUIRED FOR EVERY 5 FRAMES OF BEES OR EQUIVALENT.

**THIS METHOD WILL TREAT NUKS, SINGLES, OR DOUBLE COLONIES**

For: Details, Distribution, Prices & list of Agents go to: [www.mitegone.com](http://www.mitegone.com)
Call Bill in British Columbia: 1-250-762-8156 or E billruzicka@mitegone.com